Velocity selective optical pumping C. G. Aminoff Abstract. - We consider optical pumping with a quasi monochromatic tunable light beam, in the low intensity limit where a rate equation regime is obtained The velocity selective optical pumping (V.S.O.P.) introduces a correlation between atomic velocity and internal variables in the ground (or metastable) state. The aim of this article is to evaluate these atomic observables (orientation, alignment, population) as a function of velocity, using a phenomenological description of the relaxation effect of collisions. The V.S.O.P. line shapes, obtained by scanning the pumping beam frequency and using a counterpropagating detection beam with the same frequency, are given in various circumstances. The combination of V.S.O.P. with modulated pumping, magnetic resonance, and level crossing methods is considered; the corresponding line shapes can provide useful information on the relaxation characteristics, such as collision rates and kernels.
J. Physique 43 ( 1982) on the monochromaticity rather than the intensity of the pumping light source, which we assume to be weak enough to avoid any saturation of the optical transition. In this low intensity limit optical coherence effects remain negligible and the atomic observables evolve according to the rate equation theory of optical pumping [1, 2] . New features are nevertheless introduced by the selection of a single group of atomic velocity in the pumping process. In other words, the quasi monochromatic light beam tends to introduce strong correlations between external variables (velocities) of the atoms and their internal variables (orientation, alignment, hyperfine population differences etc...) created by the optical pumping cycle. The use of a weak counterpropagating detection beam then allows the resolution of the velocity distribution of the optical pumping observable. Consequently, the velocity selective pumping allows a study of various relaxation phenomena induced by collisions : velocity changes, depolarization, exchange etc., that tend to restore the thermal equilibrium distribution of the pumped atoms.
Some previous studies have been concerned with particular aspects of optical pumping contributions in the low intensity limit of saturation spectroscopy experiments [3] [4] [5] [6] . A few experiments on pure velocity selective optical pumping (V.S.O.P.) have recently been reported and a qualitative discussion of the recorded line profiles including collision effects has been given [7] . Here we intend to present some theoretical aspects on V.S.O.P. and a more quantitative description of the type of line shapes obtained in [7] . We study in (we assume that w,, Wg ~ T).
The first two terms on the r.h.s. of (3a), containing the anticommutator and the commutator, respectively, describe the effects of absorption and light shifts in optical pumping [1] . Due to the velocity dependence in (5) [12] . The straightforward application of the formalism of [12] to a monochromatic beam is outlined in the Appendix. Any pumping or relaxation effect of the probe beam is neglected. For a weak detection field and when the Doppler width is much larger than the natural linewidth (Doppler limit) one can show [13] that, after integration over the atomic velocities, the terms arising from coherent interaction with the pump and probe beams are negligible.
The recorded signal will depend on the method of analysing the transmitted light. By an appropriate choice of polarizations in the pump and probe beams and by using modulation techniques, a well-defined observable of the atomic ground state can be experimentally isolated in the detection signal [7] . In To simplify the approach we will assume the effects of a possible collisional coupling between different multipole components of pg to be negligible [17] . Hence the collisional relaxation will be approximated by an isotropic process for each multipole. We also limit the study to collisions between active and perturber atoms.
We assume that the pressure is low enough to allow us which is independent of v'. Using directly (19) and (27) [19] , which we apply here as an example. This kernel is given by :
where the width is 6 =(I _ a2)1~2 J. The parameter a describes the « memory &#x3E;&#x3E; and the strength of the collision and depends on the perturber-active-atom mass ratio [20] . Using (31) in (23)- (25) (15) . When the pump and probe beams have the same frequency, we then obtain, using (32) :
The lorentzian in (33) is produced by the atoms directly pumped and detected (atoms of zero axial velocity). This term represents a « Doppler-free » resonance of homogeneous width 2 fgg. The sum term reproduces the effect of the collisions. The shape analogous to (33) in saturation spectroscopy is known from studies of population transfer by collisions [16] .
The parameters (çYc/YT) and a in (33) can in principle be determined by fitting appropriate curves of the type (33) to measured line shapes (3).
The variation of ~ essentially influences the convergence of the series in (33) and hence the amplitude and area of the broad profile, while the width of the distribution depends on a. Figures 3 and 4 give theoretical curves which show the influence of the values of the parameters (~Y,IYT) and a on the line profile. 4 figure 1 , where orientation is created by a circularly polarized pumping beam.
(~) It is seen from (29) that as long as the first order calculation is valid for optical pumping with the effect of collisions included. For ~ 1, condition (30) is reduced to yp yT.
(;) We see also from (33) that when y~ &#x3E; Yo, the line shape becomes independent of pressure. If the pumping polarization is sinusoidally modulated between right (7+) and left (a-) circular polarizations, we have :
We look for a solution of (19) where F ~n~ is given by (24) and (~ is defined by
In detecting the dichroism of the sample by a circularly polarized probe beam, the signal is obtained from (15) .
The time-averaged in-phase signal will then depend on Re { ~ ,lZ ~ (v) } and we find after performing the velocity integration in (24) and (15) (28) has also been used, leading to the curves of figure 6 . In both cases, the broad collision backgrounds decrease more rapidly with m than the narrow pumping peaks. This is because high values of n play a role when the conservation parameter ~ is close to unity. The backgrounds also change sign when w is high enough. An interesting feature is the difference between figures 5 and 6 : in the first case, the background becomes narrower while decreasing; in the second case (no velocity memory), it does not change shape. 4 .2 MAGNETIC DEPOLARIZATION. - We apply a static magnetic field By along the axis perpendicular to the beam (see Fig. 1 ). We now have to retain the commutator with JC9 in (10) which is equivalent in form with (36) and gives the same type of solution (37). The detected quantity is and the calculated signal is identical to the expression (39) with w replaced by mo. In the present case, it is the precession of the magnetic moments of the atoms around the static field and the simultaneous velocity diffusion that will result in the change of sign in the background signal. At high magnetic fields the background disappears, but it does not follow a simple lorentzian variation (on the contrary, the depolarization of the peak follows a lorentzian curve with the width yT). Also, the limit corresponding to (42) is valid.
The transverse field method is equivalent to the modulated pumping with a transformation to the rotating frame. The quadrature signal (40) is, however, not available with magnetic depolarization. 4.3 MAGNETIC RESONANCE. - We consider here the effect of magnetic resonance in a rotating rf field, which is an exactly soluble case. Pumping longitudinally with circular polarization we apply a weak constant magnetic field Bo along the Z axis and the rf field B1(t) rotating at the angular frequency w perpendicular to the static field. We then have to include the commutator with the following hamiltonian in (10) : where WI 1 is the Larmor frequency corresponding to B1. By transforming to the frame rotating with the field Bl(t), the hamiltonian (45) becomes independent of time :
The form (46) allows us to define an effective magnetic field and to choose the direction of this field as the Oz quantization axis. In the representation where Jeeff is diagonal (axes Oxyz), we find from (10) the equations for the orientation components with collisions included :
The longitudinal orientation in the laboratory frame is then :
From the steady state solutions of (47) and (48) we obtain : with (p, 1 given by Close to the resonance w 2--c~o, the background distribution described by the sum in (52) is depolarized at much smaller values of mi than the peak (cf. subsections 4.1, 4. 2). Also, the background has a sharper variation as a function of Wo than the peak (5). At w = (oo, the solution (52) takes the same form as (37) with m replaced by Wl. With this method, it is the « Rabi nutation » of J in combination with velocity diffusion that causes the narrowing behaviour and the reversed sign of the background with the corresponding limit form (42).
The three methods of modulated pumping, magnetic resonance, and magnetic depolarization, lead to essentially equivalent forms of the velocity-correlated orientation distribution and give similar information on collision effects. The modulated pumping has, however, the convenience of accurate determination of the modulation frequency and a direct measurement of the quadrature signal providing an additional method of determining the collision rate. sections is not presented here. An extensive study should include the discussion of the effect of the gas pressure over a large range, and of the effect of the polarization modulation frequency for different atomic observables (population, orientation, alignment) and with different atomic levels leading to low or high values of the conservation parameter ~. Instead, we give in this article a much simpler discussion, which is nevertheless sufficient to check that the qualitative behaviour of the V.S.O.P. profiles can be well understood within the theoretical frame developed above. In particular, we show that high values of the conservation parameter ~ can be observed for the atomic orientation, even for a L # 0 atomic level.
A short report of the experiments, which were performed by optically pumping the metastable 3P2 and 3Po levels of Ne, has already been published [7] . A single mode dye laser, operating with a homemade « double Michelson » mode selector [22] and pressure scanning of the laser frequency, was used as the pumping source. The general configuration of the experiment was similar to that of figure 1 figure 7 , but with linear pump and probe polarizations, so that the detected atomic observable is now alignment. One can note the narrower background compared with figure 7, which arises because a larger proportion of alignment than orientation is destroyed in a collision. Figure 9 shows a similar experimental curve obtained with alignment instead of orientation, at a low modulation frequency. By comparison with figure 7, one [25] . 6 . Discussion and conclusion. -This work has been concerned with the effects of collisional relaxation only in the first order limit of the pumping, and assuming an isotropic relaxation, which allowed one to neglect the coupling between different multipole components of the density matrix in (3). [ 12, 27] . The operator B is defined by its matrix elements : where J, m are the angular momentum and the magnetic quantum number, respectively. For an optically thin sample we use the formalism of [12] to write the total change in the polarization matrix of the monochromatic probe light transmitted through the sample :
The operators GA and iGD are the hermitian and antihermitian parts, respectively, of the integral expression where I is the length of the sample cell. The equation (A. 6) enables one to calculate the general signal in the monochromatic detection of atomic observables correlated to velocity. Only the anticommutator on the r.h.s. of (A. 6) has a non-zero trace; this term describes the attenuation of the light intensity by absorption. The commutator in (A. 6) describes the effect of dispersion due to virtual transitions. The observables detected in a measurement will depend on the polarization of the probe light and the method of analysing 7~ (for a detailed discussion see [28] ).
In a typical experiment (cf Fig. 1 ) the polarization of the detection beam is modulated between the circular Q+ and 6_ states. With phase-sensitive detection of the intensity modulation in the transmitted probe light, the signal is described by yielding the circular dichroism of the sample. Using the development into irreducible tensor operators for Bij [12] we find for the dichroism :
where Tb1) is the standard tensor operator component and C ~ 1 ~ is (see e.g. [29] ) Using (A. 6 
